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NUMBERS OF EMERGENCY
INTERNALLY, LA SELVA EMERGENCY NUMBERS
Name

Department

Extension

Phone Home

Cell

Emergency day *

Reception

109 or 110

Emergency night

Security Station #1

119

Rebecca Cole *

Director of Research Stations

Charles Acuña *

Finance & Commercial Manager

162

2764 - 1246

8865-5516

Enrique Castro *

General Services Administrator

129

2764-2765

8868-0074

Kenneth Alfaro **

Academic Manager´s groups

105

Bernal Matarrita *

Laboratories Manager

169

2766-5351

8721-3146

Amanda Went *

Link between Education and Research

181

2764-5043

8544-2977

Jose Walter Leiton *

Purchasing and Transportation Manager

177

2766-6843

8359-1764

Joel Alvarado *

Natural History

139

8884-7788

Octavio Chavarria *

Natural History

139

8862.1221

Jorge Roa *

Natural History

139

8495-1932

Ana Lopez

Cleaner

159

2766-6598

8841-3517

Adriana Molina *

Accounting

115

2761 - 1172

8925-2870

Antonio Ezeta

Ranger

152

Carmen Ramos *

Administrative Operations Manager

109

Canuto Munoz

Maintenance

117

Danilo Brenes

Laboratory Assistant

145

Katia Campos

Food and Beverage Manager

190

Manuel Sanchez

Driver

Armando Chaves

Driver

Mauricio Quiros

Ranger

8482-6920

8973-7824

8375-3531
2766-6013

8661-9963

8984-0482
2766-6550

8820-3347
8846-2202 /8640-8444

2766-6427

8352-3267 / 5018-6923
8859-5775

152

8375-3531 /8872-7672

* Spanish and some level of English
** Spanish, English and French
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EXTERNAL EMERGENCY NUMBERS
General emergencies dial: 9-1-1
Doctors:
Puerto Viejo Clinic
Río Frío Clinic
Puerto Viejo Red Cross
Río Frío Red Cross
Alpha pharmacy:
Rio Frio Pharmacy
Guápiles Hospital

(506) 2766-6735; (506) 2766-6733
(506) 2764 - 0953
(506) 2766-6254; 2766-6212
(506) 2764 - 2424
(506) 2766-6348
(506) 2766-5532
(506) 2710-6801

Note: If you require medical services in clinics or hospitals, you must pay for them directly and ask for the
documentation that is required for such medical care, either for validation of insurance or personal policies or other
purposes.

Fire Department
Puerto Viejo: (506) 2766-5775
Guápiles: (506) 2547-3700
Police Department
Puerto Viejo Police Command:
Rio Frio Police Command:

(506) 2766-6480 (506) 2766 6575
(506) 2764-5435

OTHER IMPORTANT NUMBERS
OET staff in San Jose, Duke University and other OTS stations:
OET San Jose:
OTS Duke (US):
Las Cruces Biological Station:
Palo Verde Biological Station:
Name
Minor Porras
Jorge Sibaja
Ed Stashko

(506) 2524 - 0607
001 919-684-5774
(506) 2773-4004
(506) 2661-4717

Position
Chief of Operations
Chief of General Services
Vice President for Global
Programs and Partnerships

Home
2250-6056

Cell
8860-6480
8874-2476
001 (919) 259-2575
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Kattia Méndez

Undergraduate Program
Assistant
Adriana Baltodano Undergraduate Program
Coordinator

La Selva Biological Station

8425-5371
8876-0725

Other numbers of interest:
US Consulate
2220-3050; 2220-3939; 2220-3127 (emergencies)
Clínica Bíblica
(506) 2522 - 1000
Puerto Viejo Taxi Station
(506) 8991-8384; (506) 8833-9936

BASIC STATION INFORMATION
Location of the station
La Selva Biological Station is located in the city of Sarapiqui, Heredia Province, 29.5 km Route 4. The offices
are located in Flaminia district, 1 kilometer left of the main road coming from San Jose.

Phone:
Fax:
Email:
PO Box:

(506) 2766-6565
(506) 2766-6535
laselva@tropicalstudies.org
676-2050

Historical notes
La Selva was originally established in 1954 by Dr. Leslie Holdridge, who dedicated his 587 hectares farm to
experimenting with mixed plantations to improve the management of natural resources. In 1968, the property
was acquired by the Organization for Tropical Studies Association and declared a private biological station and
now known as La Selva Biological Station. Since then, it has become one of the most important sites in the
world for tropical rain forest research with a role as facilitator not only in this area but also in education and
conservation.
The diversity of species includes more than 2000 varieties of plants, 350 types of trees, 460 species of birds and
about 500 kinds of ants. About 135 scientific articles are published each year on research conducted at this site,
which currently covers an area of 1,615 hectares, since over the years the station was adding more land to the
original property. More than 55% of the station is considered mature forest, the rest are old secondary forests,
pastures and plantations. Currently there are 61 kilometers of trails on the property, of which 16 kilometers are
in cement (tile or concrete) to facilitate access to different users.
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Location map:
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Map of main buildings
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Map of hydrants and fire extinguishers
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EMERGENCY INFORMATION FOR VISITORS
GENERAL OBJECTIVE OF THE EMERGENCY PLAN
This plan aims to inform visitors about relevant information on emergencies, give basic recommendations for
emergency prevention, and identify possible events and the basic procedures to be followed in each, so as to allow
effective intervention of the Emergencies Attention of Internal Committee of the station.

EMERGENCY PROTOCOL

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
 The station has an emergency plan, to monitor events that may occur. Additionally it has trained staff to
provide assistance to visitors in case an emergency arises.
 In case of emergency must contact and notify a staff member immediately.
 All naturalist guides carry a cell phone and / or radio communication when performing activities in the
field, so you can use them if required.
 In case of fire, all buildings are equipped with fire extinguishers and the staff is trained in its use. In this
document you have available the extinguishers and hydrants location and information in each building.
More information about what to do in case of fire, below.
 A security guard is available at all hours in the security station (known as Rank # 1). The guard knows the
procedure to follow in case of an emergency.

SPECIAL RECOMMENTATIOS TO MINIMIZE RISKS











Do not touch snakes in the field and maintain a safe distance when you are near these.
Take walks through the garden or forest, requires the use of closed shoes or boots.
When hiking, you should carry a focus in good condition (I check it before you leave).
The walks have to be performed in pairs, walking alone is not allowed and notify the security officer
about the place you are going to go and your estimated time of return.
Ask the officials a communications radio when you plan to take a long walk in the woods.
Use the map that is delivered upon arrival or request one from the reception.
Take note of the signaling and demarcation on the trails.
In case of emergency at the station, please stay calm.
Report any condition, act or practice that seems risky at the station.
Respect and follow all security rules and procedures since they are for your own health and safety while
you are at the station.
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LOCATION AND MARKING OF SAFETY ZONES:
La Selva Biological Station has defined four areas of external emergency security, specifically:
a) Opposite the dinning
b) Opposite the front desk
c) In front of the visitors center
d) In front of the academic center

Emergency exits routes:
The station has regular meeting points to be used in an emergency and some evacuation routes in most of the
station buildings. The station building design ensures prompt and timely evacuation of visitors to a possible
emergency.

POTENTIAL EMERGENCY EVENTS AND BASIC STEPS TO FOLLOW:
In case of an emergency, please contact and inform the staff of the station as soon as possible (contact listed
above)

IN CASE OF FIRE:
 Keep calm.
 If it is a start of fire (small fire) and you are qualified and trained, use hand fire extinguisher available in
the building, otherwise evacuate to the corresponding security zone.
 Inform a member of the emergency brigade about the situation specifically: scene of the fire and any
information relating to its origin.
 When the emergency begins a security plan will be activated and external aid from the fire department
will be coordinated.

IN CASE OF SPILL OR LEAK





If you identify a spill or leak, communicate it to any member of the Brigade.
Indicate the location of the spill, possible substances involved and size of the spill.
Evacuate the work area so that the Brigade can work.
Do not enter the area or zone in danger until you are notified to do so.
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IN CASE OF EARTHQUAKE:







Remain calm, this is essential to deal with an emergency situation.
Do not run to the exits, look for safe areas
Placed beneath resistant tables, frames or columns.
Stay away from windows, cabinets, tall furniture and containers with liquids.
If you are outdoors, stay in open field, away from trees and electrical wires.
After the earthquake you will be notified if you have to evacuate facilities, in accordance with the
instructions of the head of Department.

IN CASE OF THUNDERSTORM WITH RAIN AND/OR STRONG WIND








Keep calm.
Do not run, find a safe place among the buildings of the station.
As far as possible do not use electrical appliances during the storm.
Keep out of water during a thunderstorm (rivers, streams, lakes).
Do not stand or go to play outside during the storm (squares, courtyards).
If you are in the woods try to find a safe place in the buildings.
Ask for help from members of the Emergency Brigade, in case you require it.

IN CASE OF SNAKE BITE
 Keep calm.
 Identify the type of snake, without risking a new bite.
 Try to inform the emergency brigade by any means available, giving the most precise and accurate
information possible.
 Make sure the bite area is free and keep it in a position lower than the heart.
 Avoid walking or shaken
 Do not make turnstiles and never proceed to extract the venom by mouth.
 Once the person was found by the emergency brigade t will be taken to the nearest health care center.

IN CASE OF SHOCK, FRACTURES AND OTHER EMERGENCY IN THE FIELD
 Keep the patient calm.
 Do not move the patient unless it is absolutely necessary.
 Contact the station staff to carry the stretcher and first aid kit and let the patient to be taken to the nearest
medical facility immediately.
 As far as possible, do not leave the patient alone and give him emotional support.
 During the tours in the countryside, do not lift stones or logs with your hands.
 Avoid leaning on trees with low branches and do not reach your hands into holes.
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IN CASE OF GETTING LOST IN THE FOREST
 Keep calm
 Stay in one place.
 If you have your radio communication (or other media) report to Reception or other staff member about
the situation.
 Follow the instructions that will be given to you while the group get organized to locate you.

IN CASE OF EVACUATION DUE TO FIRE OR FLOOD
a. Follow instructions Emergency Brigade Station.
b. In case you are in a building, stand in line until you get the closest entry.
c. Fire evacuation:






In case there is a lot of smoke, it is better crawl
Do not return to your room to get your belongings.
Try to walk on the right side thereby the brigade can enter the place
All people must go to the pre-established meeting points.
People from the same working area must get together in the same place in this way the group
counting can be done correctly.
 Do not enter the area in danger until you are notified.
 Please do not interfere in the work of the brigade, if your help is needed it will let you know.

d. Flood evacuation:
 In case you need to evacuate your area, you will be contacted by members of the brigade
 You will be instructed how to proceed and where to be located while the event is happening
 Do not return to the evacuated area until members of the brigade have notified that everything is
getting back to normal.
 Do not leave the woods until the brigade have informed you that things are getting back to
normal.
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